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Kenyon apply for membership in
Scott made a motion
He ended his 34 minute monolwhich
passed
was
that Kenogue to the Council with this
yon remain a probationary memstatement: "I'm not like my predecessor, I'm like me. When I ber of the group until Dec. 30,
and to have a final decision on
feel I've got everything buttoned
go
I
up down
home. I've on the matter by Sept. 30.
here,
got four
Some sensed that Scott's motive
what I like to think
are nice
kids, and a lovely wife, was more a delaying tactic than
and I like to see them.
I go home anything else. Knowing that he
and open a beer, watch TV and didn't have the votes to pass NSA
through the present Council, Scott
Kenyon College has awarded elected to try the new Council
which will take office after spring
contracts totaling $657,315 for
vacation. Tactically, it was a suits two new building projects,
perb move. Practically, it wasn't.
Gund Hall, a new freshman
Scott's committee has been holdto
dormitory,
and addition
ing meetings for five months.
Peirce Hall.
General contractors of the
THE EXPLOSION in Monday's
proposed dormitory will be
meeting came when the three
Weithman Bros., Inc. of Galion,
WKCO, the
campus groups
0. The total bill for Gund Hall
reReveille and this journal
comes to $404,196.
The R. G. quested more
much more and
Beer Corporation of Mansfield,
money.
much needed
0., received the general conThe Reveille said that it had
tract for the Peirce annex. Totthe Photography Club $850
given
al cost will be $253,119.
during the year. It said it was
The George S. Rider Comwilling to pay about two-thirpany of Cleveland is architect-engineof this amount, because it used
for both projects.
of the Club's
about two-thirConstruction will begin as soon
resources. It requested $300.
as weather permits.
on page 6. col. 5)
ng on
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Scheduled
for Washington,
Philadelphia,
New York, New
Haven, and Boston (sounds like
a train schedule), the meetings
are a unique departure from usual
Graduates will
alumni affairs.
meet and hear three of Kenyon's
leading professors answer questions, and generally lend an air
to the
of academic
credence
g
otherwise
buttonholing event.
back-slappin-

palm-thrustin- g,

In an interview last week, Mr.
Thomas explained other plans to
increase the 15 per cent of all
alumni who give anything. The
very successful telethon idea of
last year is being repeated and
enlarged.
This Dartmouth idea
(isn't it refreshing not to hear
Harvard or Yale) will be used in
New York, March 20 and 21, and
in Chicago on April 17 and 18.
Along
A new publication
is being published
Middle Path
by the Alumni and printing
people.
Subtitled "An Interim
Report," it will be mailed between
the quarterly issues of the Alumni
Bulletin to all alumni. The first
issue was unusually well done.

Editors, WKCO Mgr., Chairman Attack
Proposed Changes in Publications Board
the station manager of WKCO to
sit in on Board hearings, but
y opposed to the proposed denies them votes. Three students,
by Student Council,
changes in the Publications Board appointed
y
Sub- would be given their votes. Voting
advocated by the
students would most likely not be
committee on Campus Governmembers of publication staffs.
ment.
ACCORDING to Steve Herbst,
The proposal allows the editors of campus publications and former editor of the Collegian,

Student heads of publications,
past and present, were unanimousl-

Self-Stud-

STUDENT INTEREST BRINGS
DEVELOPMENTAL READING
If at least 16 students are wilting to admit that they are dissatisfied with their reading speed and

comprehension, the College
willing to do something about

is
it.

Thomas J. Edwards reinformed this journal that
enough students express inter-es- t,
a
developmental
k
reading program will be offered
immediately after spring vacation.
The program is
under the auspices
of Baldridge
Reading Services,
Inc of Greenwich, Conn.

Dean
cently

five-wee-

CLASSES WILL meet
a

an hour

four days a week, from
APril 1 to May 2.
The cost will
be $110
per student. The College's
0!uy obligations are to provide a
classroom, and room and board
for the
instructor.
day,

The program was given serious
consideration at a Faculty Council
meeting last month after Edwards
announced that a number of students had expressed a difficulty in
keeping up with their outside
reading. The Council authorized
Edwards to write to Antioch,
Bates, Connecticut Wesleyan, and
Denison, all of whom have had
the program. He received favorable replies from all.
Edwards emphasized that the
College neither encourages nor
discourages students to enroll in
the program. "It's for those who
and the
have the inclination
money," he stated.
THOUGH THE decision may be
up to the individual student, the
Baldridge company is going over
(Cont. on page 6, col. 4)

'I can only guess at the sort of
nervousness that prompted the
Committee to advocate the abolition of student publication chiefs
from the Publications Board."
"But leaving intentions aside,"
Herbst went on, "the consequences of the new deal can be predicted with some certainty. One
consequence would be the establishment of a judiciary tribunal
and this would replace what is an
allegedly advisory body."
"The hostile student and the
lackey would replace the editors,
thereby insuring smooth voting
techniques (i.e. whatever the administration wants) during those
crises that come out of editorial
faux pas," he said.
HE CONCLUDED. "This, of
course, would make the new
which
Knavrf
more 'objective'
means that future censorship
maneuvers will be facilitated."
Former Collegian editor Fred
Kluge had the following to say:
y
"The proposals of the
reto
the
regard
committee with
vision of the Publications Board
con stitute the most dangerous at
in recent
tempt at
years. The proposals to strip ecu
tors of their votes, and to give
vnt.es to student council
representatives, suggest a threat
self-stud-

press-censorsh- ip

(Cont. on page

4,

col.

3)

PROPOSES
PERVASIVE REFORMATION

SELF-STUD-

hearing concerning pleas for funds from three
Having given up on getting the
campus organizations
highlighted the Student Council's agenda
alumni
to come to Kenyon, the
during tne last two weeks.
By golly, it's Alumni Secretary Brent Tozzer
The Council meeting on Feb. read a newspaper.
was devoted mainly to hearing the Wall Street Journal."
and the Development Vice Presigenial Bob Stetson,
Saga Food
During Monday's meeting, the dent Bill Thomas are taking Kenimpresario, explain mitigating cir- Council formed a
Dining Com- yon to the alumni. In a
cumstances,
and claim other mittee, which will consist of four
program
planned for
charges were "absolutely untrue." Council
members, Stetson and
March
Professors
Sutcliffe,
I
"When
first came here," he representatives of the pit crew
York, and Finkbeiner will head
started, "I understood that when and waiters.
east with Tozzer and Thomas to
vou made the Collegian,
you'd
Chris Scott's National Student
I didn't want Association
arrived at Kenyon.
spread
the word, mainly what
Committee said it
to make it this way."
Program is
hadn't had time enough to get all Kenyon's
(Most of Stetson's arguments the information
it needed for a all about.
just decision on whether to have
are contained in an article appeari-

effectiveness,
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The proposals of the
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ernment were released last week calling for
in the make-uof student government.

a

on campus govnumber of changes

p

The keystone of the whole
proposal is increased faculty
participation in campus government. The Committee believes that
the inclusion of faculty on what were formerly student bodies will
add maturity and perspective to the proposals, increase understanding between the two groups, and add weight to any legislation which
might be reviewed by the President or Faculty Council.
THE MAJOR change is a Cam- pus Senate comprising five stuONE-MINUTHE
dents nominated
by Student
Council, three faculty members,
INTRODUCTION TO the Dean of Students and the
Chaplain. All legislative power
KENYON COLLEGE
will be vested in the Senate, with
The following is the
legislation subject only to ratifinarrative for the College Bowl film cation or veto by the President.
prepared by Professor Denliam
The Student Council will reSutcliffe, chairman of the English main virtually unchanged, except
department. Sutcliffe emphasized that it will only be able to "inithat it is "only a draft" adaptable tiate proposals for the betterment
to the speaking style of the stu- of student life and for the good
of the College as a whole." If the
dent ivho delivers it.
Council decides a proposal needs
Persons who know colleges by legislation, it must refer it to the
their football teams have never Campus Senate. The make-u- p of
heard of Kenyon College. Read- the Council will be the same as
ers of educational news see it con- now
one member from each
stantly mentioned as one of the of the 11 divisions, one represenbest colleges of liberal arts. tative of unaffiliated students,
Kenyon College, the
's
and
three representatives-at-large- ,
oldest college for men, beautifully three officers chosen from the stusituated in rural Ohio. Publisher dent body as a whole.
of the famous Kenyon Review;
Student Council will thus be a
founder of the Advanced Place- sounding board for student views.
ment Program, whose tenth an- Appeals and grievances which are
niversary Kenyon celebrates with viewed as worthy of legislation
special scholarships.
will be referred to the Campus
At Kenyon College, a faculty of Senate with a recommendation.
sixty scholars instructs six hun- Two of the Campus Senate memdred young men, all carefully bers will also be Council memchosen from the leading members bers.
of their secondary school classes.
A major change is proposed in
The faculty can be known and are the composition of the Judicial
worth knowing. Independent re- Board. At present the Board consearch is a common enterprise of sists of 12 students appointed by
the students. More than sixty the Dean of Students and ratified
per cent of Kenyon's graduates by Student Council, and two nonproceed to graduate schools. New voting faculty advisers.
buildings mark Kenyon's conserThe new proposals would provative expansion and constant im- vide for three faculty members,
provement.
chosen by the President from a
Student life is not monastic. list of 10 nominees submitted by
There is a vigorous program of Student Council, and four students
intercollegiate
and intra-murappointed by Council. One fac- sports. The ladies visit.
(Cont. on page 6, col. 3)
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College Deficit Forces
Endowment Manipulation
by Al Vogeler
Despite the deadly image which
too many people envision when
they hear the name "Kenyon"
that of uninhibited play-boy- s
masterfully maneuvering
their
polo ponies over the field, gallantly laughing as they bounce sed
curely
on
their
wallets
the College is not the
rich boys' haven of the midwest.
In fact, Kenyon is the most
poorly endowed college in its
"peer group," supposedly composed of nine of the best eastern
men's colleges. Connecticut Wesleyan boasts an endowment of
over $40 million, Amherst of over
$39 million, Bowdoin of nearly
$20 million, and Haverford of
nearly $17 million.
Kenyon itself sports a minuscule endowment of five million
dollars.
When one considers this impecunious state together with the
scarlet figures of Kenyon's annual
well-padde-

deficits, when one notices that the
College slipped into debt by
$38,000 in the past academic year
and plans to slip farther in the
year
and in the following years as well, he is aghast.
A GLANCE at the revised budget for the current year does
nothing to allay one's fears. In
black and white the gloomy peruser discovers there that the estimated income is $1,300,000 while
estimated expenses are $1,350,000.
Since the debt has to be paid,
hands dip into the coffers of Kenyon's endowment fund, reducing
it by $50,000, which consequently
diminishes endowment interest.
1962-196-

3,

Undoubtedly the first victims of
finger pointing will be the alumni.
"Were their gifts sufficient," one
is tempted to proclaim, "Kenyon
College would never be forced into the dangerous situation of reducing endowment in order to pay
operating expenses." To support
(Cont. on page 6, col.

1)
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Lentz Despairs Over

John J. Camper, Thomas F. Black
Editors
Dixie D. Long
Associate Editor
Frederic D. Farrar
...
News Editor
Alan R. Vogeler, Jr.
Feature Editor
Richard J. Scheidenhelm
Sports Editor
David L. Burch
Copy Editor
John C. Nelson
Business Manager
John Buckley
Circulation Manager
Tom Novinson
Cartoonist
Staff: Mike Burr, John Cocks, Ashby Denoon, John Gable, Robin Goldsmith,
Dave Langston, Ford Tucker.
P. Frederick Kluge, Stephen C. Herbst
Advisory Editors
". . . were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government
without newspapers or newspapers without government, I should not hesitate a
Thomas Jefferson.
moment to prefer the latter."

Collegian Editorial
To the Editor:

Gentlemen, I for one am intensely grateful for the anonymous letter to the editor concerning the food service; I hope that
may have satisfactorily obliterated the lead editorial from the
view and memory of the reading
public.
The editorial "On Fraternal Reform" was hugely misrepresenta-tive- ,
dangerously
and as premature as a blue baby.
In the first place, you ask, why
fraternal reform? This is an excellent question. Now, I am far
What could have been a Christmas for the Collegian last from confusing Kenyon with
Monday turned out to be an April Fool's Day instead. Needy, "other colleges" or large univerwe came to the Student Council meeting with our palm sities. But anybody who does not
read the handwriting on the wall,
extended, and the only handout we got was a verbal one.
or recognize that a vast body of
over-simplifie-

a-rou-

d,

February Fools

...

THE FACT THAT the Council has the right to criticize
this journal's editorial policy (Treasurer Bob Goldman says
to publish a saccharine sheet
so) forces us to be "nice guys"
one that should please certain Council readers. That
Council is presently allowed to base any money grant on the
grounds of its opinion of what it reads allows it to act as
censors: "Anything we like, you may print; anything you
print, we must like."
Despite the caution by member Tom Price, "I don't think
the Council should criticize the editorial policy of the paper,
whether or not we have been as a group or personally in
favor of the paper," there is a small, bitterly resentful and
influential bloc in Council that disagrees.

If the determined Collegian opponents have their way
(and it is not without the realm of possibility to sway some
of the indifferent Council members) we will be denied the
financial assistance we have requested. The Collegian, one
college newspapers in Ohio (Ashland is the
of two
other) will be forced to drastically cut publication.
There
e
issues, fewer
issues, and
will be no more eight-pag- e
do we hear
no traditional humor issue for Spring Dance
some applause? The Collegian has been operating on a fairly
constant budget for years. With only $2,700 to thinly spread
e
over a year, we are permitted to print
issues, with
"bonus" issue.
an occasional
bi-wee-

kly

six-pag-

...

four-pag-
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ge

We would like to see the subscription rate for students
raised (we already lose money on outside subscription rates,
and advertising is a Herculean task to procure) enough to
e
issues. If we
allow us to run an average of at least
are refused an increased budget, we have no recourse.
six-pag-

OUR IMMEDIATE concern, however, is in seeing the
power to budget campus publications (including Reveille,
Hika, and WKCO) removed from the grabbing hands of
in the PubliStudent Council and placed where it belongs
cations Board. If we are legally responsible to the Board for
editorial policy, we should also be responsible to that body
for fiscal policy. The Board should be made sovereign. Under
the present system, it seems we must cater editorially to
Council to earn our bread and butter; under the present
system, the power to finance is the power to censor. It could
lead to tyranny over free press.

prevent this and to eliminate the separation and confusion of powers as they now exist, the Board must be given
on student
legislative power. The
government has included no such recommendation in its
proposals. There is still time to make the revision divesting
Council of the power it wrongly posesses, and to place it in
To
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proper hands.

sub-committ-

ee

anti-fratern-

al

literature

is gain-

ing great national respect, or understand the crying necessity for
n
anreform within the
achronistic system of national
anyone
fraternal organizations
who does not see these things has
not 'read the literature' as Dr.
Falkenstine would say, or is blind,
or is uncaring. I would quickly
accept the statement that "Ken-yon- 's
conditions are common to
few other schools.' I would emphatically deny that "Fraternities
at Kenyon do not, will not, and
never have attempted to fulfill all
the requirements advocated by
their national bureaucracies." One
of which I am aware does, will,
and always has.
"Speak for yourself, John."
Obviously, any fraternity bound
up within a national fraternity
affiliation must be more than just
aware of the pressures for abolition. I am sincerely attempting
to head these pressures off "at
the pass." I think that the fraternity system at Kenyon is
superb. It is freed, to a great extent, from the discriminatory, arrogant, violently collegiate "Gant
shirt" atmosphere of the large
state universities.
Our system
oddly unites the campus.
Our
system certainly provides a superficial but nevertheless sincere effort at a sophisticated, realistic
"World view." It provides a fine
social life; we are supremely well
off with our system.
But our Iraternity system has
many of the inherent faults of the
fraternity system of a large campus, plus some unique local ones.
It promotes, all too often, irre
sponsibility. It encourages a "pill
box" attitude of resistance to col
lege authorities, resistance that,
and let's not kid ourselves
is hopelessly impossible.
It frequently lowers standards of behavior, for precisely the same
psychological reasons that individual behavior within a family is
a lot less inhibited than individual
behavior in the lobby of a hotel.
If you doubt this, remember freshman year's way of life, up at
Lewis, and then compare it with
subsequent life on the hill anywhere. The fraternity system offers numerous temptations and
lowers, at the same time, the will
to resist these temptations.
So: fraternities are 'under fire.'
Fraternity nationals are paranoid.
They are, on many campuses,
doomed. One day, there may be
an effort to doom them at Kenyon. So: life within the divisions
at Kenyon is too replete with
"shows," temptations, hyprocrisy,
willful disobedience of campus
authorities, and too much destruction.
It strikes me that the question
of "a drop off in fraternity affilia
tion" is irrelevant. "A moral
too-ofte-

(

;

The question of whether or not the Collegian deserved
financial aid was soon turned into a question of whether or
not the Collegian, on the basis of its policies and practices,
warranted the help. Perry Lentz offered the argument that
the amount of the grant, if, indeed, one should be granted
at all, should be in proportion to the paper's journalistic
merit. "The recent issues of the Collegian have not shown
I therefore think the paper should
responsible journalism
not get our vote of confidence in the form of monetary aid,"
he deemed. Before handing out any money, Lentz recommended that the Collegian, in effect, be placed on probation
for three weeks, during which time it would be closely observed. We're thankful we still have time to redeem ourselves.

cline in the Kenyon student"?
Maybe, maybe not. Let's look at
some specific examples of certain
current "moral" attitudes: staggering attrition; dirty rush (Candid Camera could do a job outside the Gambier Post Office during rush); the way alumni are
ignored at Homecoming; the way
chaperoncs are ignored all the
time; the doc line of singing
the hill; increased destruction, snowballing year after year,
in fraternity parlours; one fraternity's staggering phone bill; con- duct outside another on a dance
Sunday afternoon; the
fact that fraternity averages are
consistency low; the gradual shift
of the Collegian into the hands of
one fraternity, due to lack of interest elsewhere; and there are
many others.
These attitudes themselves? All
right: APATHY all down the line:
the "it's all right so long as you
philosophy
don't get caught"
everywhere (a dangerous one, it
seems to me, to take out into the
wcrld): the cops and robbers attitude toward campus authority
that prevails to the extent that
the only general enthusiasm ever
seen comes when someone suggests "putting something over on
the Dean." These are hardly educated attitudes (good Lord, don't
read Plato, or
take my opinion,
Matthew Arnold). To deny that
they exist, or that they ought to
and the Collegian's
be changed
editorial seems to indicate one or
is, to me, absurd.
the other
The Gentlemen's Agreement is
designed (and I reckon I ought
to spell it out) to (1) head off the
national cries that the fraternal
system is decadent, anachronistic,
totally unable to justify its existence. Rot. Within the levels of
respect and authority in any fraternity at Kenyon there is enough,
and more than enough, loyalty,
persuasion, coercion, and "public
opinion" to maintain a decent
level of conduct and gentlemanly
behavior. Since it's a logical system of campus government, all
the fraternal system has to do is
tap this vein of common sense,
loyalty, and prove that it can
show corporate responsibility commensurate
with college-grante- d
(2) This a- corporate privilege.
greement is designed to attempt
to define a level of gentlemanly
behavior. Lord knows, mv defi- nition is weak and loose enough,
but this is not an easv thine to
do between classes. Anyway, this
college condemns students for
violating a standard of gentle-.n- .
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effort within the divisions to act
like young men, and an improved
consideration for the rights and
sensibilities of others
these ends
of home rule seem to me to be
ultimately desirable. Or maybe
you'd rather see a
(any.
body not know what I'm talking
about?) out of the Bull's Eye of
West Wing come dance weekend.
If you do, forgive me please, and
I'll steal quietly back to my books
and the AD's kegs.
But in any case, the article was
premature. I wish you'd have
given me time to amend
s
ly
statements such
as "we are responsible to our own
consciences and not to college au- thority." God, we are inescapably
responsible to college authority
every minute we are students at
Kenyon!
A Gentlemen's Agreement will
be no stronger than the gentlemen
behind it. Period. If the Gentlemen's Agreement is "sterile" then
these gentlemen are sterilely incapable of or unconcerned about
improving the fraternity system
at Kenyon.
The best criticism
concerning
my agreement is
simply that it may never do anything: anything that wouldn't be
done anyway.
You sort of get
that feeling, though, about student
government at Kenyon, in moments of despair
that it's not
powerful enough to hurt (thank
goodness) or help. In moments
of despair such as following a
look at "On Fraternal Reform."
Perry Carlton Lentz
idiotical-weekend'-

over-simplifi-

ed

Pittman Contributes
To Reform Verbiage
the Editor:
Having just read one of the
worst examples of editorial tact
which I have ever had the displeasure of encountering,
I feel
that an answer is in order. The
editorial "On Fraternal Reform"
was, Gentlemen, small, undirected inconclusive and essentially
wrong. You spoke of a problem
and never bothered to get to the
heart of it. Now, if you will, hear
that "nebulous" other side. . .
The bevy of criticism for which
Wharton and Edwards acted as
spokesmen was directed from the
alumni association, the faculty
body, and the administration, and
only casually from the student
body itself.
The fact is that the fraternity
system at Kenyon was and is
under fire from those pressure
groups which are the
d
of Kenyon, and so of the system
itself. This is not a laissez-fair- e
situation; it does call for a measure of "reform. . ."
Now, it would seem, while the
campus is of a possibly cooperative mind, is the time when the
insurance can be provided which
will see the fraternity system
through those times which may
seek to destroy it. . . .
To

.

specifying what the conduct IS.
Someone ought to try
why not
the fraternities? (3) This agree-- !
ment is designed to promote a
level of behavior at Kenyon. None
of the provisions are any more
stringent than common sense
would dictate (note how I neatly
sidestep the thorny question of,
women's hours). It is not, RE-- 1
PEAT NOT, designed to lead to
a
system,
whatever lhat is, or designed to
,
lead to home rule, whatever you f ,
,
fraternity
;
,
mans concern, and
,
,
think that is. It '.is designed to
am sure that every fraternity man
make every fraternity president'
will profess it. I think there if
and this is the first step
no fraternity on this campus
of
aware
his moral obligation to
which does not remove drunkenhimself, his fraternity, the college.
ness or disorderliness from its
And that's a mouthful. Would
lounge, and most especially from
the editors object to an effort to
presence of its guests.
improve the level of behavior at the
it might be added than not
Here
Kenyon, based within the frater-- 1
until
the
fraternity body shows
nal system and calling on ele-- )
to shoulder a portion
ments purely within that system? itself able
of
responsibility
the
for the acI hope not.
tions of its members will the adFinally, about home rule. Home ministration ever consider making
rule as a means could never work, such a statement as "it has no
and despite the editor's paranoia, intention of ever inaugurating a
has no demonstrable advocates at judicial system which requires
present. The ends of home rule, students to report offenders." For
a cessation of this cat and mouse
it only stands to reason that the
with the Dean a realistic
(Cont. on page 6, col. 3)
life-bloo-
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KENYON

Reply to the Reformers

Having achieved a momentary respite from our periodic attacks
"paranoia," we will attempt to answer the "gigantic fusillade"
.,f criticism from Messrs. Lent., Pittman and llershey.
Mr. Lentz, claims that Kenyon fraternities are, to a great extent,
We had given little thought
ii ee from discrimination and arrogance.
and arrogance, but since the questions have been
10 discrimination
raised, we leave the reader to decide whether these vices do exist
If they do, they are probably redeemed by the sophisticated
here.
world view" which we have all grown to enjoy and appreciate.
WHAT? FRATERNITIES promote resistance to College authorisany attempt to contend with the
es? Treason! Righto, Perry
powers that be is "hopelessly impossible."
Let's have no questioning
of College authorities.
The Collegian has never done this, and is
appalled to think that fraternities do.
With almost apocalyptic vision, Our Southern Prophet predicts
the possible doom of national fraternities.
We must not let the
fraternities lead us into temptation. Fraternities are under lire.
Nationals (like Collegian editors) are paranoid.
Many are doomed.
One day (obviously the Day of Judgement) they may be doomed
at Kenyon, too.
Therefore we must be saved by
.Anybody not know whom I'm talking about?) The images of chaos
and inferno are completed
at the end of the paragraph with "too
much destruction." A little destruction, we are led to believe, is all
right, especially if
We don't deny that these moral abuses exist, although we'll
admit that, for all the furor that has been raised, we expected something more profound than the decline of singing and the A.D.'s
phone bill. Heaven forbid that any one should get pleasure from
putting something over on the Dean." As for fraternity averages
being consistenly low we say, "Speak for yourself, Perry."
STILL, WE DO NOT deny that attrition, dirty rush, ignoring chaperons, poor conduct, and destruction beyond certain maximal bounds
We are appalled, though, by the attitude exihould be changed.
pressed in Lentz's letter and in the Gentlemen's Agreement that
the Kenyon student is basically immoral, intent on destruction and
abuse, and must be made to act morally through "loyalty, persuasion,
coercion, and 'public opinion.' "
If Lentz's plan works, it would
eem that fraternity members would refrain from abusing dates and
destroying property (practices evidentally quite widespread at the
present time), not because it's wrong, but because it reflects badly
on their fraternity. If we accept the assertion that the Kenyon student
is someone
who doesn't know right from wrong and who must be
restrained by those who know better (i.e. the fraternity presidents),
we are encouraging
a dangerously paternalistic attitude.
The distinction must be made between individual and corporate
:esponsibility even though Mr. Pittman denies it exists. We believe
an even more dangerous attitude to "take into the world" than the
.ine Mr. Lentz decries is the attitude that an action is right or wrong
depending on what the group says. From this corporate responsibility grows the corporate mentality inimical to freedom of the
individual. When we go "into the world" we will not have DKE
landing over us, telling us what is right and wrong.
We are glad to know from Mr. Lentz that the Gentlemen's Agreement is not a
system, even though he admits
'.hat he doesn't know what a
system is. We
is against
are glad to know from Mr. Hershey that the Agreement
home rule, even though no one knows what home rule is either.
MR. HERSHEY goes on to give a penetrating observation of our
motives for printing the editorial.
We try not to be apathetic and
we have never, at least for the past two years, had a reputation for
supporting the "status quo." We merely believe that an agreement
written by one student, and approved by nine more, which supposedly has the interests of 70 per cent of the student body at heart,
ihould be thoroughly scrutinized by the students. The overwhelming
consensus of the IFC that the agreement should not be submitted
to their fraternities before ratification
is, we believe, an affirmation of
he group's erroneous belief in its own infallibility.
We suggest, without now taking a stand, that if these abuses are
the faults of the fraternities, and if the Judgement Day is nigh (as
it may well be), could it be that fraternities are no longer needed?
Does the Gentlemen's Agreement represent a new life for fraternities,
or a dying groan?
porate responsibility among the
Editors Fear Change
fraternities. It is the object of
this "Gentlemen's Agreement" to
AD be a starting point for the attainSays
ment of this end. The question in
To the Editor:
this regard is not "Has there been
It is unfortunate that you saw a moral decline in the Kenyon
fit to publish your past editorial student," but rather is there not
If I
on the subject of Perry Lentz's
room for improvement?
"gentlemen's agreement" so pre- thought there were not room for
maturely. Not only is the campus such improvement I would have
at large completely unknowledge-abl- e no reason to sign this document.
of the subject, but the fratIn summary I think your ediernity president had not even torial points to exactly what
ironed out the rough edges. Since
Lentz's plan seeks to abolish at
the subject was brought up howKenyon; namely an apathetic atler, and I might add so poorly titude of "Oh lets leave things
commented upon, I feel I must the way they are. Why stir up
give my reason for supporting
any trouble?" Your not afraid
he plan.
system
of a
First, there is no moral code resulting, that's merely something
laid down in the agreement, ratto lean on. What your afraid of
her the agreement appeals to what
is change itself.
each fraternity president feels his
Stephen L. Hershey
responsibility to be to his fraternity brothers and to the college.
God forbid
that this responsibility
e nebulous.
PREACHERS IN THE
Your article is correct in stating
10:30 A.M.
CHAPEL
trat the plan is implicitily against
classical "h ome rule," for the rea-s- n
March 3, Holy Communion and
Confirmation. The Rt. Rev.
that no one can define adequately
Beverley Tucker, Retired
what "Home Rule" is.
There are however, definable ends
Bishop of Ohio.
'he attainment of which "Home
Chaplain.
Rule" strives toward.
In a nut March 10, The
shell these are I think more cor
well-intende- d.
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Student Calls Recent
Letter "Misleading"
To the Editor:
I am writing in reply to
the indignant letter which appeared in
your last issue concerning the

"niggardliness,
deceit, and
conditions" in peirce
Hall, supposedly pereptrated by
"food czar" Mr. Bob Stetson.
I found a number of the charges
against Mi-- . Stetson very hard to
believe. After frankly questioning him in order to ascertain the
validity of the accusations, I discovered that my doubts were
and that nearly all
of them were easily and sensibly
explained. The author of the letter in question was certainly in
character by requesting that his
name be withheld. In my opinion,
such a collection of malignantly-directe- d
half-trutand misleading statements could only come
from someone who would rather
hide than stand behind his opinions.
Mr. Stetson has been placed in
a very untenable position and I
can only hope that by providing
the other side of the accusations I
may help to undo some of the
damage which will have occured
by the time this letter appears in
print.
First of all, Mr. Stetson does
not make a habit of collecting
juice glasses for
in the morning. During the morning referred to he was attempting
to maintain efficient service even
though a headwaiter, one cook,
and two busboys had not reported
to work for various reasons. As
one student passed through the
line, he placed three glasses of
pineapple juice on his tray and
complained to Mr. Stetson that
there was no orange juice. When
the situation had been corrected,
and the student was supplied with
orange juice, he asked what he
was to do with the unwanted pineapple juice, he was told that he
could leave the glasses on his tray
and that they would be taken care
of. Mr. Stetson, serving for two
absent busboys, merely replaced
this unused juice when it came
back to the kitchen. This is the
only time that juice has ever been
replaced.
The "health hazard" concerning
misrepremilk was similarly
sented. All milk returned to the
kitchen in pitchers is either taken
out to other tables or replaced in
the milk cans at the end of a
shift. This has been common practice in past years at Kenyon, as
well as at other institutions. The
county health inspector who visited Peirce Hall earlier in the
year has placed his approval on
this practice. As to the criticism
concerning coffee, Mr. Stetson has
labeled this entirely false.
On the morning of Friday, Feb.
8, Saga ran out of orange juice
for breakfast. The juice was delivered to Peirce Hall that same
morning by a Mansfield firm. The
driver, by the way, told Mr. Stetson that because of the heavy
frosts which had hit the orange
growers, his usual institutional
customers had sharply cut back or
cancelled their orders. Saga did
not. Mr. Stetson did refer to an
article in the Wall Street Journal,
but not, as the anonymous critic
would have you believe, in connection with any purported cutback on orange juice for breakfast.
A shortage of linen has occurred
during the past week or two. Mr.
Stetson informs me that he was
merely attempting to determine
just how much linen was needed.
The situation was only temporary
and has been corrected.
Wages are nol indiscriminately
cut. The only cases in which waiters have been docked pay have
been in the mornings when Mr.
un-health-

well-found-

ed

hs

un-dru-

nk

re-u-

se

Stetson was serving in place of an
The reasons
in every case have been that the
waiters either reported late or left
early. In almost every case, the
waiters were informed. As far as
the time schedule for lunch and
dinner are concerned, the
are the
and
their record is final.
Other criticism seem to center
vaguely around a personal resentment of Mr. Stetson's conscientious attitude toward his profession. What businessman would
not be concerned with a loss of
$1200, the estimated amount of
breakage so far this year. In another vein, Mr. Stetson remarked
to me, "I push
you know that.
Perhaps I do more than I should,
but we had some problems earlier
in the year which I want to
avoid." Some of these problems,
presented by the IFC, were slow
service and cold food. Mr. Stetson is now being criticized for attempting to solve these problems.
Make up your mind what you
want!
Perhaps the author of the letter to which I refer has forgotten
the Slater Food Service, or the
filthy kitchen of previous years,
or the problems involved in cutting tables, only to have to draft
at
another waiter for
various meals.
In the future, I hope that those
who harbor criticism will show
enough maturity to refrain from
uttering and printing misleading
half truths and malicious falsehoods. Mr. Stetson has asked me
to state that he remains, as in the
past, open to criticisms or suggestions of any kind.
Ken Gregg

absent headwaiter.

ful

head-waite-

time-keepe-
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a Sunday edition of the Cleveland

Plain Dealer carried a l'2 page

spread of pictures and articles of
the "Kenyon Adventurers," the
Lunds. From this article I got a
completely different concept of
the Lunds than I previously had.
They really seem like great, outstanding people; the type of
people with whom it would be
interesting to speak and become
acquainted.
If we have such a fine president
(and such a charming first lady),
why should we be deprived of
knowing them better?
Perhaps the revival of two lost
traditions of Kenyon will help the
situation.
Number one: student
assemblies in the form of a question-answer
period (such as the
last one in which Dean Tom bore
the full load for the faculty and
administration).
Number two:
frequent, informal open houses at
Cromwell House. Maybe in this
way the Kenyon "family" will regain some of the unity it has lost
during the past few years.
Name withheld on request

President Lund
Answers Student
the Editor:
If the charge is that the President of Kenyon lacks the leisure
to loiter along Middle Path and
haunt undergraduate lounges in
paternal effort to pat and bolster
sensitive egos (and thus assuage
),
the spread of
I must plead peccovi! The shades
of "Mr. Chips" have long since
vanished.
Fundamentally your
president exists less to be a Good
Joe or
than to
receive the "ultimate buck," i.e.,
to provide the most favorable
conditions for students to learn
and for faculty to teach. (Unfortunately milking cows and
spanking freshmen now have to
be delegated.)
But if the charge is that the
President of Kenyon is unavailable either in his office (usually
without appointment), or by invitation before any student organization, division, or coterie of
friends, then my reply is that our
correspondent lacks either facts,
or perspective, or the initiation to
seek for himself; for every student at Kenyon is welcome anytime to drop in either at my office
and
or my home for counsel
some do; and I have yet to decline an invitation to meet with
any group. I would hope every
member of Kenyon's faculty and
staff recognizes his obligation to
assist youths to become men, and
to encourage every man to surpass himself.
Cromwell House now is used
rather more extensively for official
enteretainment than in former
years. A student assembly (voluntary) at which the President
will speak is scheduled early in
March. And I have recently approved in principle the recomy
of the
mendation
Affairs
on
Student
Committee
proposing the formation of a
Campus Senate on which the
President would serve ex officio
the chief purpose being to imbetween
prove communication
Administration, Faculty, and Students, and not to usurp normal
channels or to undermine authority of the Deans. Quite possibly
none of this will refurbish the
image of our college existing as a
happy little "family" (an ideal
somewhat bland, even saccharine,
to those who cherish privacy or
are afflicted with natural shyness), yet it does constitute some
repudiation of a president seeking
grotesque isolation.
If the suggestion of an open
house at Cromwell should receive
even modest endorsement, it shall
be done with a warm welcome
and, I trust, joy. And to the
anonymous instigator: salve!
F. Edward Lund
To

Febril-Gambritis-

first-namedropp-

Student Validates
Anonymous Letter
To

the Editor:

would like to verify the letter
about Mr. Stetson in the Collegian
of Feb. 15. I have seen those
described conditions and particularly would like to verify the
coffee incident. I have heard him
tell waiters to pour coffee back
into the pitcher and then pour it
back in the urn.
R, James Reid
I

Lund Criticized
For 'Inaccessability'
the Editor:
What is President Lund really
like? One of the advantages of
attending a small private school is
the opportunity each student has
to know personally most of his
fellow students, faculty, administration and other members of the
community. For the most part I
have found this to be the case.
Most everyone is exceptionally
friendly and accessible at all times.
Most everyone that is except our
president.
During orientation week all
freshmen meet the President and
his charming wife. For most Kenyon students this is the last encounter with the President that
they have until they receive his
hand shake, four years later, when
they graduate. Perhaps I am one
of the more fortunate ones. I have
seen this man of mystery three
times on campus during my Kenyon career.
This past fall we heard much
about our late President Chalmers,
from all indications a very great
man. I have heard many students
try to compare Dr. Chalmers with
Dr. Lund. It is beyond my powers of imagination how a comparison can even be attempted
between a man who called every
student by name when he stopped
to chat on Middle Path, and a
man very seldom seen anywhere
on campus.
In October or November of 1962,
To

er
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by A Distant Friend
Canon Ian Ramsey's notion of ''God" and "God's will" as the key
terms of the language of religion makes it difficult to distinguish
the province of theology from that of philosophy. You will remember' his point: the concept of God stands to all subordinate concepts
of the diverse phenomena of experience as the concept of conic
section stands to various derivative mathematical concepts. It is a
sort of fundamental or overarching principle of order and unity of
all things. Much as a "unified field theory" would bring unity into
physics.
.This view of theology and its key category "God" is embarrassingly: similar to the view of what philosophy with its basic category of
"Reality" is supposed to do. Seeing things steadily and whole, in a
vision that does justice to the ramifications of experience in their
relations to one another, has long been supposed to be the philosopher's job. In this conception, the language of philosophy provides
the final explication, overarching all the others. The theological
language would then be logically located as a special one alongside
others such as the languages of science, art and morals, each of these
involving a special approach to, and expression of, "reality," their
being a problem for philosophy instead of religion.
:

co-ordinat-

ion

DAIL Y HEADA CHES HIT
POSTMAN HA THA WA Y
by Al Vogeler
"Postage due, 4 cents."
What Kenyon student has not
seen one of these curt notices
ominously placed in the division's
or the dorm's mailbox with the
name "D. M. Hathaway" scrawled
across the bottom?
Insufficient postage is but one
of many headaches which daily
confront Gambier Postmaster Dell
M. Hathaway in his attempt to
provide residents of Gambier and
students with friendly and efficient postal service.
HATHAWAY and his mail service have been an integral part of
the life of every student and
townsfolk for the last 25 years.
"I joined the Post Office on December 1, 1937," he related "and
for 11 years served as a clerk. I
was then made acting Postmaster
and later permanently appointed
to that position." Hathaway revealed that he originally settled
in Gambier in 1928, and at that
time taught junior high school.
The emperor of the Gambier
mails disclosed that his most
frustrated moments are caused by
misdirected mail. "Students move
from one place to another and
fail to notify the Post Office where
they should get their mail. Freshmen first want their mail at Norton or Lewis, then its their fraternity, then they want a box."
As it turns out, most of Hatha-way- 's
problems in this respect are
caused by the College Office.
"They are usually the ones who
cause the trouble," the grey but
hardy Postmaster mused. "Most
of the misdirected mail comes
from the College Office. They will
often send mail to the same address years after the occupant

Student Sees Breath
In Chilly Ascension
To the Editor:

Again we are all aware of the
painfully inadequate heating in
Ascension Hall. Without having
made a detailed intinerary, this
writer knows of at least two
rooms, NA 32 and SA 31, which
are far too cold for conducting
class on chilly Gambier mornings.
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moves."
Another postal problem is that
of lost mail box keys." They're
losing them all the time. But
we are getting combination boxes
which will do away with that."
When quizzed about lost mail,
Hathaway replied, "There is a
certain amount, but little more
than would be expected of an operation of our size. Fraternities
could help the problem, however.
They are supposed to have regular fellows pick up mail, but
often fellows who come in to get
their own mail want to pick up
mail for the rest. I don't think
this should be allowed to happen.
Only the one who is supposed to
should pick up the mail. This
precaution will limit responsibility to one person, and is a protection to the fraternity."
POSTAL SERVICE under the
direction of Hathaway has been
regular and dependable. The
temporary halt in service caused
by the heavy snow storm earlier
this year was the first time in
many years that it was impossible
for the mail to reach Gambier.
The Postmaster regards Ken
yon highly, and, after comment
ing on its excellent faculty, intoned, "if I had my life to live
over again I would get my degree
from Kenyon. It's a fine college
and has more prestige than many
of the big schools."
Hathaway, who never fails to
olfer a bright "thank you" to
those whom he serves, responsibly processes mail for over 2,000
residents of Knox County, and is
a fine example of a dedicated
public servant.
At such times when one can "see
his breath," it is uncertain as to
whether the ink in your pen or
the blood in your fingers will congeal first. Something should be
done by the administration, at
least temporarily, to warm up the
classrooms even if this means
diverting funds earmarked for
other areas. These extremely cold
conditions are no minor discomforts, they are unnecessary hindrances to good work.
Name withheld on request.
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(Cont. from page

1)

ening and unwarranted reversal
of current procedure, and would
place publications at the whimsical mercy of student opinion.
These proposals, if implemented,
will carry us to the brink of censorship, and, to the satisfaction of
the faculty, administration, and
many students, destroy the tradition of free press at Kenyon.
These people want house-organ- s
'
not newspapers.
"MOREOVER, it is disappointing to see with what diligence the
report anticipates
committee's
what can be done to errant editors. The longest paragraph of
their proposal is devoted to
sketching what punitive action
can be brought against publications," Kluge said.
y
"I see no evidence in the
report of an effort to improve the posture and quality of
campus publications; instead, I
find a detailed vision of editorial
purgatory, and a dangerous move
towards censorship," he concluded.
PUBLICATIONS Board Chairman Robert L. Baker remarked,
"So far as I know the new proposal would not contribute to
greater responsibility on the part
of the board in its control of publications."
According to Hika editor John
Willett, "I'm naturally opposed to
I wouldn't want
the proposal.
somebody who didn't know any
thing about the job to take over
my position as editor of Hika
And the other people wouldn't
know he didn't know anything."
Reveille editor Harry Humph
ries was left momentarily speech
less when this reporter read the
proposals to him.
"IT'S COMPLETELY ridiculous," he said. "Who knows better
who the new editors should be
than the present editors? Choosing the editors would be nothing
more than a popularity contest.
It would lead to cliques and
factions."
WKCO station manager Rick
Spinner, who has been on the
Board two years, also opposed the
proposal. "We're the people who
y
contact with the
have
"When your
thing," he said.
voice has a vote to back it, it has
weight. The proposal will take
the weight away from the editors'
opinions."
"If the proposal is ratified,"
Spinner said, "the editors and station manager will have to be replaced with people equally or
better qualified to judge. Those
people will be hard to find."
self-stud-
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KOKOSING

MARKET

FOR SNACKS

AND

GENERAL SUPPLIES

For Upmanship at the next
seminar or Peirce Hall conversation, the Bookstore offers:
Central America; Land of
Lords and Lizards - Kalljarvi
To Katanga and Back Conor Cruise O'Brien
Liaison Dangereuses - Vadim
Also, new novels by James
Farrell and Philip Wylie.
Coming soon
Komitas Quartet Recordings
The Officer Factor
The Tin Drum
Guntergrass
Collected Essays of Mark Twain
New prints and water colors
now available.

KENYON COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

VAN RHODEN RIDING STABLES
Open Daily

Brandon, Ohio

Mt. Vernon Plaza
BARBER SHOP
Four Chalxi
No Wailing
At Big Bear Shopping Center
Dally
9-- 9
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"REMARKABLE DEFTNESS"
MARKS RUSSIAN QUARTET

PUBLICATIONS

Notes From Nowhere

MARCH
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on stage for an encore,

the quar.
tet performed a Handel composis
who nearly tion arranged especially for
The
the
filled Rosse Hall last Friday even- Komitas Quartet by Aslamazian.
ing will certainly agree that Ken- Once again the artists displayed
yon was fortunate in securing a their virtuosity both as a quartet
by Ford Tucker

concert-goer-

by the Komitas and as individuals.
performance
The encore
Quartet. To say that the concert was highlighted by an exciting
cerwould
highest
quality
of
was
pizzicato section in which all 16
tainly
be an understatement. strings were in magnificent
"magnifi"Superb," "fantastic,"
cent" were the comments which "' CERTAINLY the Komitas Quarcould be heard during intermis- tet concert was one of the cusion and after the concert. The ltural highlights of the 1962-6smiles on the faces in the audience season. Indeed, both the Lectureand the intensity of the applause ships Committee and the Music
sufficiently indicated the esthetic Department should be
commended
enjoyment of the audience. The for their fine effort in bringing
the
reception
for the Komitas Quartet to
enthusiastic
the Kenyon
Komitas Quartet can be attributed campus.
the excellence
to but one thing
The
of the musical performance.
At a reception in the Sigma Pi
music presented by "Russia's lead- lounge following the concert, the
ing string quartet" declared its quartet and their interpreter
own excellence.
talked with students, faculty and
THE PROGRAM consisted of townspeople.
The language barthree major selections plus an en- rier, expected to become a major
core. As the quartet (first violin,' obstacle, came crashing down
Avet Gabrialian; second violin,-Rafae- "after it was discovered that one
Davidian; viola, Genrih member spoke French, one GerTalahian; and violincello, Sergay f man, one Italian and one onlv
Aslamazian) presented its first se- Russian.
lection, "Quartet in C Major,"
Language students anxious to
Op. 95, No. 11, by Ludwig Van determine the value of their lanBeethoven, it became evident that guage training found the quartet
these instrumentalists were not most affable. However, when two
mere musicians, but artists. Here rather tactless students attempted
and throughout the program they to quiz one of the musicians on
performed as one with great sen- Castro and Khrushchev, they resitivity for pure, rich tone, precise ceived a laconic "je ne sais pas.''
dynamics, and artistic expression.
ASLAMAZIAN. the only
The quartet became as much an
member of the group,
integral part of the music as the spent most of his time talking
notes themselves.
Russian with Prof. Dean Burnham
For their second selection the over Coca-Cola drink which he
quartet presented Dimitri Shosta- had become addicted to during
kovich's "Quartet in D Minor," the tour. The others drank straight
Op. 83, No. 4. Here again the four vodka, though one finally coninstruments blended with remark- sented to give bourbon a try.
able deftness. Their initial attacks
From the interpreter it was
and their rendings were nothing learned that the quartet had pershort of precise. The quartet formed in Boston the previous
presented Shostakovich with such night and were scheduled for their
depth of feeling that many con- final appearance of the tour the
sidered the "Quartet in D Minor" following evening at New York's
the most outstanding portion of new Philharmonic Hall.
the concert.
Midway through the reception
Returning to the stage aiter a it was noted that since the quarbrief intermission the quartet pre- tet's plane had arrived late, they
sented the "Quartet in F Major" hadn't had anything to eat that
by Maurice Ravel. A standing evening. So, Tom Price was diovation at the conclusion of this spatched to the Coffee Shop to buy
work indicated the audience's high five of those peculiarly American
approval. Having been called back delicacies cheeseburgers.
syn-conizatio-

h.
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Bookstore Saleswomen
Supply Facts On Snags
Armed with a bevy of student
complaints
last
the Collegian
week descended upon the much
maligned and overcrowded Col
lege Bookshop. Fending elbows
and backsides we proceded to the
back of the shop and confronted
two charming and hardworking
(but, by request, unnamed) workers.
The most frequent complaint,
the high price of books and records, brought a "What can we
do about it?" reply. "The College
requires us to charge publishers'
list prices on all books, and unless
we can buy records in much larg
er stocks, we cannot get a discount on them," the spokeswoman
replied.
PRICES HAVE been rising
rapidly. "A line of paperbacks
which sold for 75c last fall now
goes for 95c1. The only things we
set prices on are supplies."
Profits from the bookshop fi
nance awards of $25 which are
presented students who do out
standing work beyond the call of
duty. Five of these are awarded
yearly. The majority of the pro
fits go into the College's scholar
ship fund.
The bookshop lacks some of the
brands of stationery and supplies
which are desired because "we
have previously built up an in

ventory

of

rather

slow-movin-

g

brands. We have to get rid ot
these before we can order new
ones. Next year we plan to stick
to three or four of the best
brands."
IS THE bookstore unusually
slow in processing orders? "No.
it's the publishers who are slow,"
the genial saleslady replied. "None
of them delivers a book in less
than 10 to 12 days."
Cases of theft at the beginning
of the year necessitated the placing of mirrors at strategic locations. "So far as we know there
has been very little theft. If there
has been any, it has been in very
small items. We haven't noticed
any items of value missing."
"The boys have been very cooperative this year and they have
been especially nice to the people
in the store," she said. "We'd like
to hear expressions from the boys
as to their preferences in books
and supplies."
"I think we do well with the
facilities we have," we were told.
"Many of the book salesmen tell
us that our book store has the
widest selection of any college
bookstore in the state. Even at
Ohio State where they have a
number of large, privately owned
stores, the selection doesn't match
ours."
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AKRON ZIPS EDGE PAST
KENYON IN OVERTIME
by Lou Berney
Marietta put the lid on Kenan's basketball season by com-'in- s
from behind to beat the Lords,
Feb. 22, in the opening
of the Ohio Conference
round
..nu'iiament. The setback brought
.);c Lords' season record to a dismal five wins and 14 losses. Coach
Harrison's crew also dropped their
'n.il three games of regular seasWilto Akron,
on play
111-8mington,
and Obcrlin,
jS-6-

50-4-

4,

20-1-

3,

48-4-

4.

Kenyon played its best game of
season against Akron on Feb.
;4, and just missed upsetting the
heavily favored Zip five in overrule. With the exception of two
sinutes, Kenyon held the lead.
Using a precision, stall offense in
the taller
order to slow down
.e

team to the type of game
wanted to play, the Lords
look the lead at halftime,
The Lords, urged on by a wildly
peering student audience, widened the lead in the second half
;nd led by ten points with twelve
Akron went
"jnutes remaining.
into a zone press: Kenyon began
with one minute left
:o tire and
on the
clock. 6'8 ' freshman Bill
Turner barged in for a three point
slay to put the Zips ahead,
WITH FIVE SECONDS remaining, and Kenyon behind for the
;rst time, sophomore Ken Klug
3'mly sank a corner shot to send
42 all. In
:.he game into overtime,
the extra stanza, the Zips took
e tipoff, scored, and the Lords'
efforts to catch up were futile.
Turner collected 21 points for the
Z:?s: Klug and captain Tom Col-In- s
scored 12 and 10 points reAkron

17-1-

3.

42-4-

0.

different story against
as the Lords lost, 111-iin a game in which 65 fouls
convrere
called. Wilmington
nected on 39 of 54 free throws,
40 fouls were
called on Kenyon,
and seven Lords fouled out of the
game.
Wilmington was led by
o.

WRESTLERS TIE

CAP,

FOR
YEAR SINCE '58
Kenyon's wrestling team takes
season record of two victories,

SMOTHER

OTTERS

BEST

a

losses, and two ties to
Hiram, where, today and tomorrow, they compete in the Con- ference Championships.
In the
last two weeks the Lords whipped
Otterbein,
tied Capital, 1414. and
to a powerful
lost, 27-e
squad.
Freshman Jim Kirk and sopho- more Dick Ray pinned their opponents in the winning effort against Otterbein on Feb. 14. Other
sinners for Kenyon were senior
seven

1

i

i

2,

Baldwin-Wallac-

at

137-lbs-

and junior

.,

Fresh-- 1
Almirall, at
sophoT.an Norm Hartsel and
more Rick Wortman drew.
In Columbus on Feb. 19, the
Lords gave themselves their best
sason since 1958 by drawing,
with Capital. Sophomore
Dick Ray, Hartsel, Wortman, and
freshman Bill Judson won on
Points.
Judson's victory was the
first of the season for the promising freshman, who, because of
injuries, will be forced to sit out
the conference tourney.
RAY'S UNDEFEATED season,
at
was spoiled on Feb.
23,
when his Baldwin-Wallac- e
opponent was awarded a point in
e last
second of the match. Kirk,
'vho has shown steady improvement since midseason,
drew for
Kenyon's two points.
The Lord grapplers are a young
team;
Bull is the only senior.
Coach Lave's squad is almost cer-,a'- n
to place higher in the conference meet than last year, when
only Wortman, who is a doubtful
starter today because of a leg
was able to reach the
Bob
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147-lbs-
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freestyle. His mark bettered the
old time of 5:44.3, set by Leutem
of Bowling Green earlier this
year.
Several events earlier, Evans
exploded from the blocks and set
a new pool and school record of
22.7 in the
freestyle. The
time erased the old mark of 23.0,
held jointly by Barry Poulson of
Ohio Wesleyan and Gary LaPrise
of Bowling Green. LaPrise placed
fifth in this event in last year's
NCAA championships.
Other first places were won by
medley team of Gulthe 400-ylion, Young, Hayes, and Tom Sant;
200-yfreestyler Claggett; LaBaugh in the 200-yindividual
medley; 200-ybackstroker Gullion; and Hayes in the 200-ybutterfly.
LABAUGH WON the 200-ybreast stroke in near record time
of 2:30.2. Evans was close to his
freestyle mark of
own 100-y:5 1 7
when he won the event in
d.

d.

d.

ute

d.

d.

d.

.

d.

:5l.9.
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times of their swimming careers
in their final appearance at home.
Pierce lowered his own 200-yfreestyle record to 2:00.1. To many
it appeared as though Pierce had
cracked the
barrier; his
time was a tenth of a second short
of tying the pool mark of 2:00.0.
The steady senior has several
more chances to improve upon
his performance at the Ohio Conference championships.
Evans broke his :51.7 100-y- d
freestyle record with a new best
of :51.3. This time fell half a
second short of the pool record
held by former Cincinnati ace,
Jim Marchetti.
NOT TO BE outdone, Claggett
again bettered his pool and varsity mark of 5:42.9 in the 500-yfreestyle by :02.2 seconds. There
is no sign that Mike will stop
breaking records; he just keeps
swimming faster.
HAYES, also a senior, performed
well in the 200-ybutterfly as he
won with a good time of 2:27.5.
Bud Kuppenheimer
contributed a victory in the
freestyle in the last hame meet of
his fine career. His time was 23.6.
Other winners for Kenyon included the dependable Gullion in
backstroke; the 400- the 200-yyd. medley relay team of Gullion,
Young, Hayes, and Sant; and La-- !
Baugh in the 200-ybreast stroke.
2-min-

d.

62-2-

finish in the

d.

d.

The final dual meet of the 1962-6- 3
swimming season was held in
Shaffer Pool on February 23. Oberlin College provided the competition, and Kenyon maintained its
unblemished record of not having
been beaten by an Ohio Conference team since 1952 by winning
the meet,
Two seniors,
Evans and Pierce, had the best
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STETSON DEFENDS SAGA POSITION
"The letter was representative
just those inthe letter,"
Saga Food Manager Bob Stetson
said, referring to the letter to the
last Collegian protesting the caterer's "niggardliness, deceit, and
conditions" in Peirce
Hall.
"Why didn't he (the anonymous
author) come to me personally?
You don't write a letter to the
editor if you don't agree with a
grade a teacher has given you;
you go to the teacher involved."
GETTING to the specific charges
levelled against him, Stetson said,
"I've docked waiters only for lateness or for cutting out early; I've
docked the kitchen crew only
when the people have not completed their job. And I've made
every effort to tell each person
is
The first shift
involved.
scheduled to show up ready for
work at 7:30 a.m. If I let the
second shift eat during the first
part of their shift, it penalizes
the first shift."
Saga's regional supervisor, Phil
Ward, who works out of the company's Oberlin, O., offices, backed
Stetson. "Wage cutting is untrue.
There has been no reduction in
hourly rates, which are determined
by the school. There have been
no pay cuts in Peirce Hall, and
there have been none intended."
To the accusation of a "precise
regimented lockout" around serv
of the feelings of
volved in writing

un-health-
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65-y- d.
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Tom LaBaugh and Jim Young pull toward a
breast stroke.
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medley relay team
The 400-yof Dave Gullion, Jim Young,
Lynn Hayes, and Bill Watkins
won with a new bandbox record
of 3:55.2. Other records were set
by Evans in the 50 and 100-yfreestyle - 23.0 and 50.6; Tom
in the 200-yindividual
medley - 2:14.8, and in the 220-ybreast stroke - 2:25.1; Gullion in the 200-ybackstroke
2:10-7;
and Claggett in the 500-yfreestyle (30 lengths of the
pool!) - 5:42.7.
OTHER FEATURES of the
Wooster meet were: a
intermission in place of the diving
- the pool is too shallow to dive
in, a nylon fence along the edge
of the pool to keep the cramped
spectators dry, and a circular iron
staircase passing from poolside
straight up through the ceiling
to the gymnasium above.
Two days later a fledgling Denison squad arrived at Shaffer pool
9
and left on the deep end of a
score. Two varsity and pool
records were set in the meet.
Claggett raced to a new pool
and school record in the 500-y-

ut
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Kenyon's track team heads into
tomorrow's home meet against
Wooster with a large question
mark. The Lords have some excellent individual performers; the
question is - does the track team
have enough depth to win a meet?
Kenyon took six first places in
fifteen events in a triangular meet
at Denison, Feb. 16, and finished
third.
In that meet, the Lords scored
47' 2 points and finished behind
Denison (60) and Muskingum
(481-- ).
Coach Don White praised
the showing of his runners, commenting that they seemed "not
quite ready" and were "seriously
handicapped'' by the absence of
dash-masophomore Bill Sween
ey.
captain
Jim Monell
Senior
runs
swept the mile and half-mil- e
in 4:47.0 and 2:06.5 respectively.
Senior Dave Shevitz won the
dash in 6.2 seconds, sophomore John Kerr took the pole
vault with a height of 11'6", and
Bob Bales came
sophomore
through with a time of 1:19.3 in
run. Junior Steve
the 600-yWallis set a new varsity record in
with a toss of 45'912".
the shot-pThis effort broke the mark he had
established one week before
Otterbein.
IT WAS no contest when the
Lords, a bit queasy after a five-hobus ride, were overwhelmed
Slippery Rock
by a superior
on Feb. 28. Slippery
squad,
Rock possesses some of the finest
runners
middle and
around, and the Lords were able
to take only four firsts.
Wallis again won the shot-pu- t
with a heave of 45' ", Shevitz
breezed through the
in eight seconds flat,
senior Jim Mieure won the
highs in nine seconds, and Kerr
vaulted 11'8". Monell's excellent
time of 4:36 was good for only a
second place in the mile. Senior
Phil Bissel had his best time (53.1)
run.
d
to date in the
and
Sweeney, for the first
time of his
probably the last
life, beat Shevitz by a nose in the
dash. Sweeney's second-plac- e
time was 6.4 seconds.
Next weekend, the track team
travels to Granville to compete
in the Ohio Conference indoor
Lack of depth
championships.
seriously
hurt the
not
should
cindermen there.
55-y-

-;

20-1- 0,

Mike Claggett, Dave Evans, and
Tim Pierce set new varsity records as the mermen crushed
Wooster, Denison and Oberlin. On
Feb. 14, Kenyon's swimmers traveled to Wooster for a dual meet
with the Scots. Wooster's pool is
officially recognized as the smallest pool in intercollegiate compe-ti- t
ion in the United States. Due
to its short length (162-yards),
record times do not count as college marks. The Lords set seven
pool records in downing Wooster,

n,

j

Y E0MEN,

Today and tomorrow the Lord
swimmers are at Oberlin to defend their conference title for the
tenth consecutive year. Prospects
for another victory appear favorable, although considerable competition should be offered by Ohio
Wesleyan and Wittenberg; both
teams have improved considerably
since Kenyon met and defeated
them earlier this season.

Wooster Next On
Trackmen s List

spectively.
It was a
'V:!mington

BEAT

6,

six-poi-

Kenyon

FIVE

ME rmen DROWN WOO STER,

Randy
Livingston
and Dave
Schmid got 2(3 and 24 points respectively in a game which looked
like a continual procession to the
foul line.
At Oberlin, the team's chances
were again hurt by free throws.
Oberlin made 16 out of 20 gift
tosses; the Lords got only seven
chances and made four. Kenyon,
led by Klug's 18 points, outshot
the Yeomen,
from the floor.
Injuries in the opening minutes
of play to Schmid and senior Bob
Clienen dealt a big blow to Kenyon's cause in the low scoring
affair.
LAST WEEK'S LOSS to Marietta was a real heartbrcaker. The
Lords led for almost the entire
contest, and with only a minute
and a half remaining, held a
lead. Marietta managed to
steal the ball three limes, and,
with 35 seconds left, to tie the
score.
Kenyon, trying to hold
the ball for one last shot, threw
the ball away with 10 seconds to
go, and Marietta's Chuck Sowar
swished a shot from 25 feet as the
buzzer sounded. Again, Klug was
high man for the Lords with 17
points; Carl Wolfe netted 16 for
the winners.

--
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EVANS HITS :22.7!

Hex Taylor who netted 27 points;
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deadlines, Stetson
stated,
"Every morning when I have head
waited, I have surveyed the Hill
to see who is coming, and see that
they get in. If I don't see some
one coming, I close the door. We
have the Mount Vernon radio
station on and my clock is timed
with that. I do not go by the
chapel clock," he said. "It is never
a matter of a minute, it is a matter of being five or ten minutes
late," he added.
THE MANAGER, accused of
eliminating orange juice one day
because of high price ($16.50 a
case), replied, "That one day without juice was because I had miscalculated ordering by a day. A
fresh shipment arrived later that
same day."
He added, "No one says I have
to have orange juice; I've just
made it available. Our policy is
to offer a choice of juices. Orange
juice doesn't have to be a part of
that selection. The price went
from $6.50 to $16.50 a case. I use
it makes
one case each day
about 385 glasses full."
The linen issue is not, according
to Stetson, "a question of there
being so little. I've told the head
waiters, 'If those jackets are
crummy, get another one.' Linen
control is no longer under the
head waiters, but it's the headman's job to see that his people
have the stuff to work with."

...

On the alleged reuse of certain
food items, the U. of Vermont
grad admitted, "The saltine charge
When a waiter dumps
is true.
five or six packs on top of the
trash can, I pick them out and
y
wash them off. The
reuse of juices is absolutely untrue, and I have never poured
coffee back into the pot."
STETSON accounts for the inordinate dish breakage ("higher
than the national average") in
"speed, inadequate dishtable facilities for unloading, and narrow
doors." Also, the "rush, rush,
rush" of trying to get 600 students
in a place designed for 240 tends
to make people more careless than
if there weren't such a hurry.
The greatest breakage is confined
to the pit area."
Ward, speaking on behalf of
Stetson and the company, stated,
"If there are misconceptions, the
way to solve this is to get the
people to come and talk it over
with us. We try to encourage
contact with the students."
day-to-da-

The Kenyon Singers will give
joint concert with Western
College Saturday, March 9, at
8 p.m. in Rosse Hall. Featured,
in addition to selections by the
individual groups, will be the
Faure "Requiem." Soloists for
the Singers are Ed Olmstead,
Jim Williams and Ford Tucker.
a
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SIX

DEFICIT
(Cont. from page

. . .
1)

his case one might argue that only
600 of the 4100 living alumni gave
to the College in the alumni
campaign last year.
William Thomas, chairman of
Kenyon's development program.
is quick to shoulder the alumni's
defense, however. "Last year the
reason that only 600 contributed
is because they were still paying
their pledges on the building fund,
to which many gave most gener
ously. It was also the first year
d
that the Kenyon fund had
after the building fund.
"WE HAVE newly instituted a
very promising, and, thus far, successful campaign technique, the
telephone drive, which personally
informs prospective donors of the
College's needs. The results of
the phone technique are going to
be evident in the next year or the
year after. Kenyon has a very
loyal alumni body; given time
there is no reason to think why
we should not be in the near
future on terms with our competition."
prognostications
If Thomas'
prove correct, increased gifts
would substantially cut into the
yearly deficit, minimizing alloca
funds to
tion of endowment
operating expenses. Such an increase in alumni giving would
justify his statement that "Kenyon is in relatively good financial
condition."
Yet this is not the complete
picture.
Would one check the
fluctuation in endowment over the
past few years, he would discover
that, contrary to implications of
the yearly budgets, the fund has
been slowly growing.
Since many donors give the
qualification that their gifts remain in tact, many donations are
channeled directly into endowment instead of into the operational accounts shown in the
budget. Consequently many additions to endowment are made
which never appear as income on
reac-tiave-

the budget.

Exchange Bits

Wrestling Queen at Kent State?
Antioch Society Self - Meating
by Ashby Denoon
d
Top Hop
The
at Kent State was a financial suc
cess; it came out $200 in the black.
Unfortunately, the festive affair
was marred because the drummer
in the Frankie Reynolds Band
forgot his drumsticks. Whether
or not to have a wrestling queen
at Kent has caused a great campus hubbub.
Some think they
should stick to the
tradition to make the meet "more
exciting,"
while others think
wrestling just isn't the sport you
have queens for. One biology
major argued, "I don't think that
women should enter into the
NCAA Wrestling Championships
because it is a man's sport." Fortunately Kenyon is not fraught
with such campus-dividinquestions.
Greek-sponsore-

30-year--

old

g,

cata-clymis- ic

Africans at Central State College have an especially hard time
adapting. Although the College
president insisted that African relations "have never been better,"
some students pelted their rooms
with BB's. The affair did not
provoke much student opinion,
because, as one Central State student commented, "I don't think
there is very much to it." A
spokesman for the administration
admitted that he "was first aware
Compliments of

in reading news-

papers," but he thought Africans
problems
similar
encountered
elsewhere.
to
The Antioch Committee
Abolish the House
Activities Committee, the ACA- HUAC, which is not to be confused with the AAAAA, or
Antioch Association to Abolish
All Associations, called for an
all-o"action campaign" of encouraging students to write their
congressman for abolition and
compiling a fact sheet.
To whip up enthusiasm for athletics, the University of Cincinnati has organized a Spirit Club.
The club buys a block of seats at
a sporting event and then distributes free tickets to those loyal
fans who solemnly swear to wear
red shirts and "cheer like crazy,"
for Cincinnati, that is. This kind
of athletic promotion would not
work at Kenyon, for admission for students is free; however,
a Spirits Club might boost athletic attendance considerably.
Because of student protest Earl-hahas set up a Food Investigating committee to discuss the quality and quantity of repast. At
its first meeting it reported that
the Sunday suppers are "paid for
by the students and are not a
donation."
Un-Americ-

an
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READING
(Cont. from page

. . .

1)

2)

Kenyon's emphasis on the individual to require fraternities to
act as moral arbiters over their
members." But it most certainly
is in keeping not only with fraternity feeling, but also with a sense
of common
that a
fraternity exercise that sort of
control over its members which
will reflect well on both its own
and the college's name. What the
critics of the fraternity system
ask is not moral arbitration, but
rather a concrete measure of an
expanded sense of responsibility
and
The reformers do not fail because of any confusion between
individual and corporate responsibility, for there is really little
distinction between the two; the
individual is responsible to and
for his fraternity, as the fraternity is responsible to and for its
member. If the reformers fail at
all, it is because of misunderstanding or unwillingness to understand. The question at hand
is not whether or not to rat on
your buddy, but whether or not
the fraternity system should assert the sense of
which is its heritage.
Philip MeM. Pittman
well-bein-

self-estee-

g,

m.

body.

proved by Council, only by the
Senate.
Although the IFC is specifically
given power only to draft legislation concerning fraternity rushing, pledge training, and initiation,
it is allowed to "formulate proposals for maintaining and improving the fraternity system at
Kenyon."
THIS LATTER duty, if

inter-

preted broadly, could make for a
division of student loyalty between the Student Council and
the IFC. Actions of the IFC need
not be ratified by Council, but thev
can be vetoed by Council if it
decides "that such action adversely affects the campus at large."
y
The
Committee will
have two more open meetings on
March 7 and 14 at 7 p.m. in the
Council Room of Peirce Hall to
receive student comments on the
proposal. It hopes to have a final
proposal by April 10 which will
then have to be ratified by Student Council and the President.
Informed
sources predict few
changes will be made in the preliminary proposals.
Self-Stud-

Former Collegian editor Steve
Herbst, a member of the Student
Judicial Board, had this to say

about the

self-stud-

subcommit
Judicial

y

tee's proposal
Board:

for

The proposed

the

Faculty-Stude-

nt

Judicial Board is the natural outcome of that attitude which would
make teachers permanent administrators. Out of this hodge podge
of functions will appear a
of faculty cops whose purpose will be to punish and chastise students during the evenings
and inspire them in class during
the day. No doubt, the new board,
sensing the depth of its mission,
new-clas-

would prove more severe than

the

now directed against student

in-

present student board, which is already more severe than the Dean
of Students. Student animosity,

i

quisitors will be directed, under
the new plan, against teachers.
The Dean of Students, who should
be the sole punitive force on cam-

The aims of the program, ac- pus, will become permanently
cording to an announcement, are "exoflicio" and remain well-like- d
to overcome
d
read- by all.
ing, unnecessary
poor
or daydreaming
concentration
while reading, and difficulty in
grasping and remembering
the
main idea and important details
of material read."
(Cont. from page
"word-by-wor-

re-readi-

ng,

Council

. . .
1

The program begins with an
initial two-ho"Reading Analysis" to decide whether the student
would profit from the program.
The program itself makes use of a
book on reading skills, The Techniques of Reading, by Kenneth P.
Baldridge, a reading pacer and
flasher. Classes are to comprise
no more than eight students
ur

a-pie-

ce.

WKCO station manager Richard
Spinner requested $200 from the
Council. He said the station was
still in financial trouble resulting
from last year's replacement of
the console. He added that the
station could operate from now
on within its budget.

The Collegian asked for $766.10
to cover operations for the rest
of the year, considering that the
Collegian wishes to run
issues, and a
humor issue.
The budget alloted to this journal
at the beginning of the year allowed for only four-pag- e
issues,
ediwith an occasional
e
tion.
six-pa-

12-pa-

ge

six-pag-

ct
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Student Council, the IFC's proposed legislation need not be ap.

This Week:
THE

1,

The Baldridge people are careful not to guarantee any specific
rates of improvement. However,
a report from Bates College
claims that students gained an
average of 134, 142 and 168 words
per minute in reading speed on
difficult, average, and light readAFTER MUCH wrangling -ting respectively.
Comprehension
increased from 69 per cent to an he Council has only $700 to give
average of 85 per cent at the close to the organizations, which collectively wish $1260.10,
the
of the program.
Council adopted Perry Lentz's
pi'oposal to table discussion until
immediately after spring vacation.
In other business during the
CONFESSIONS OF FELIX KRULL
two meetings, the Council approHorst Bucholz
priated $70 travel expenses for
Bob Goldman and junior Tom
Sat.
Sun.
Collins to an M.I.T. symposium
on "The Federal Government
How Much?" April
and elected
Dave Schmid to serve out the remainder of Mike Terry's Judicial
Sat.
Sun.
Board term.
See them at Rosse Hall
The Council will meet Sunday
at 7 p.m., and Monday at 8.
self-respe-

and

FORBIDDEN GAMES

8;30
Tobacco

. . .

(Cont. from page
their heads and writing to the
administration will not put itself parents of every
student in the
into the corner of positive comget
approval or
College
to
their
mitment until such a time as it
Copies of the letknows that it has gained the disapproval.
cooperation of the fraternity body. ters to parents will be given Edto the student
No, it is not "in keeping with wards to distribute

Gifts

LUNCHEON
DINNER

Gambier, Ohio

. . .

nt

Village Inn

The Peoples Bank
Member of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation

y
Committee
The
would leave the four faculty on
the Board and provide for three
(Cont. from page 1)
students appointed by Council.
ulty member will be appointed The editors and station manager
Chairman by the President. How- would be allowed to attend meet
ever, in every hearing, one student ines and speak, but would be
will be appointed by the Chair- denied a vote.
man as investigator of the case.
Many interpret the proposed
This student will be denied a vote
change as a reaction to the Hika
in that particular trial.
Board
THE STUDENT investigator will affair of last year when thestudent-faculty
"notify all persons whose testi- ruptured into a straight
against
Hika
action
split
in
mony would help to guarantee a
unfull and fair hearing. All mem- editors. With three possibly
stuignorant
possibly
sympathetic,
of
bers
the College shall be obliged
a- to cooperate fully with the Board's dents on the Board, reprisals
investigator in determining cir- gainst erring editors would be fast
cumstances relative to the alleged coming. Objections from editors
of all the campus publications are
violation."
Any "perjury and intentional carried in another story in this
evasiveness" will be interpreted issue.
by the Chairman as "evidence of
THE PROPOSED constitution
intellectual dishonesty and . . . also makes token provision for a
grounds for disciplinary action." Student Assembly which has the
No provision is made to give wit- power to review any action of
nesses 30 pieces of silver.
In
the Student Government.
Any action taken by the Board order for a referendum proceedmust receive votes from four of ings, the objection must be ratithe six voting members, thus mak- fied by a majority of the student
faculty-studeing possible a three-thre- e
body. The obvious inability of
split. No provision is obtaining a quorum to discuss
made to break a tie.
anything means the Student SenJudging from comments made ate has little to fear via referenof the present Board by faculty dum.
members, the obvious implication
of the new Board is harsher
The Constitution provides for
punishment
for all offenders. six standing committees of StuDean Edwards is known to have dent Council, all of which are
from the
been an advocate of the Faculty-Stude- basically unchanged
present, except for a new comBoard.
THE MAJOR change in the Pub- mittee, the Interfraternity Comlications Board is the deprivation mittee, which replaces the present
of editors of their votes.
The
Interfraternity Council.
Board now comprises four faculty
members, editors of the Collegian,
The new IFC, composed like
Reveille and Hika, the station the present one of all the fraterManager of WKCO and three
nity presidents, would occupy a
members appointed by the
position.
ambiguous
somewhat
Student Council. All the mem-- 1
Though, on paper, a committee of
bers may now cast votes.
Self-Stud-

What actually occurs is that
money from endowment finances
the deficit, while other gifts to
the endowment fund simultaneously offset the decrease. Thus
endowment grows, but at a slower
rate then if there were no budget
deficit.
ACCORDING to Presiednt Lund,
"We have a deficit because we are
in competition with finer colleges
and the image of perfection is
expensive." Improvement in college facilities, Lund points out, is
more important than an increase
in endowment.
An additional factor in the slow
growth of our endowment, Lund
has been that of
revealed,
"Under
deferred maintenance.
Chalmers the College used all its
money for operations, and maintenance began to slide; but this
is not to criticize him, for academic improvement had to be made.
Three million dollars have been
spent in the last five years on
physical improvements."
A more revealing explanation
of Kenyon's small endowment was
offered by Thomas. "Earlier in
Kenyon's history students were
not informed of their college's
With such
financial situation.
things as flying and polo clubs on
campus, students went away with
the idea that Kenyon is lucrative.'
For this reason, he explained, they
felt little obligation t6 aid the
college financially.
Another factor in Kenyon's re
tarded growth in endowment was
the relatively late organization of
an alumni office. Not until the
late 1930's did the College have
an alumni secretary.
ENDOWMENT gifts not revealed
in the budget and the presage of
prolific alumni drives substantially ease one's misgivings about the
yearly deficit. And perhaps a
realization that Kenyon's small
endowment does not entirely stem
from an apathetic alumni, dispels
a thick haze that for so many
prevents an undistorted view of
the college's financial situation.
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